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2	Mining
rediscovered, and the history of its use in England may
be said for all practical purposes to begin with the
reign of Henry III (1216). In the ' Boldon Book'1
survey of the see of Durham, compiled in 1183, there
are several references to smiths who were bound to
make ploughshares and to ' find the coal' therefor,
but unfortunately the Latin word invenire bears the
same double meaning as its English equivalent * to
find ', and may imply either discovery or simple pro-
vision. In view of the fact that the word used for coal
(carbonem) in this passage is unqualified, and that carbo,
as also the English ' cole ', practically always implies
charcoal,2 it would be unsafe to conclude that mineral
coal is here referred to. The latter is almost invariably
given a distinguishing adjective, appearing as earth
coal, subterranean coal, stone coal, quarry coal, &c.,
but far most frequently as ' sea coal '. The origin
of this term may perhaps be indicated by a passage
in a sixteenth-century account of the salt works in the
county of Durham : 3 * As the tide comes in it bringeth
a small wash sea coal which is employed to the making
of salt and the fuel of the poor fisher towns adjoining.7
It is most probable that the first coal used was that
thus washed up by the sea and such as could be quarried
from the face of the cliffs where the seams were exposed
by the action of the waves. The term was next applied,.
1	Printed by the Surtees Society and, more recently, in V. C. H
Durham.
2	Even ' coal-pit' was occasionally used of the place in which char-
coal was burnt; e. g. in 1577 we ^n(^ leave given to colliers to ' dyge
delf e and make cole pyttes in the soile of the said woodes (in Cornwall)
to burn and make coles of the said woode '.    Anct. Deeds, A* 13269.
3	V. C. H. Durham, ii. 293.

